A panel of 15 experts in child development, early childhood education and measurement met in September 1972 to assist the Office of Child Development in establishing priorities in improving tests and measurements for young children. A summary of the panel discussion is presented along with the specific recommendations made by the participants. The key issues under consideration were:

1. The special statistical and methodological problems of measuring the behavior of young children and the impact of their environments because of the limited response system of young children and the rapid changes that occur in early life.
2. The considerations of construct-based measurement, particularly the problems of population and ecological validity that are inherent in the use of measures with different cultural groups.
3. The dependency of the advancement of measurement research and development on appropriate policy decisions, and the availability and training of manpower.
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The basic task of measurement is the generic task of all science: the marshaling of evidence to support an inferential leap from an observed consistency in the empirical world to a construct that will explain that consistency. In psychometric parlance, this is the problem of construct validity. In judging the adequacy of measurement, there are important statistical and methodological criteria (such as validity and reliability) that must be satisfied, but these are simply part of the central requirement of a theoretical rationale.

Measurement of young children and their environments presents some special challenges to the statistical and methodological criteria because of the limited response system of the young child and the very rapid changes that occur in early life. However, these problems must not sidetrack the investigator from basic theoretical inquiry into the nature of child development and educational functioning--an inquiry in which measurement can play a central and organizing role.

This paper, therefore, is primarily concerned with considerations of construct-based measurement, particularly with the problems of population and ecological validity that are inherent in the use of measures with different cultural groups.
Improvement of Measures Begins with Improvement in Conceptualization

Measurement development pursued as part of a theoretical framework instead of on an ad hoc basis permits one to (a) evaluate the adequacy of the measurement in terms of the meaning of the construct, (b) consider individual score differences as representing more or less of the trait measured, and (c) compare and integrate results across studies in terms of common constructs.

If we eventually want to use measurement for practical purposes such as diagnosis and evaluation, we must be prepared to justify that use in terms of social consequences, and these cannot be evaluated without information about the meaning of the measure. No accumulation of sterile statistics can compensate for lack of understanding.

Multiple Measures and Multiple Domains

The meaning of a measure is interpreted or evolves from its pattern of relationships with other theoretically relevant measures (convergent validity) and its lack of relationship with theoretically unrelated measures (discriminant validity). Therefore, research and development on measurement must be multivariate in nature. This is a general principle of all measurement—physical, environmental, and sociological as well as psychological. It implies that to explain the meaning of a measure in full, it is important to examine its operation in domains other than the one from which it derives. The investigator interested in a psychological variable such as field independence, for example, would be interested in how it operates in many situations and across different cultural groups. This introduces the notions of population validity (the extent to which the meaning of a measure—or the results of an experiment—will generalize to other population groups), ecological validity (the extent to which generalization is possible to other environmental settings), and task validity (the extent to which the selected measurement task is representative of the external domain of interest or to other tasks sampled from the same domain). These are much more powerful conceptions of validity than the limited and simplistic criterion-oriented methodology characteristic of applied statistics.
The extent to which a measure has the same meaning or displays the same properties in the same or different groups under different conditions (including different times) is an important empirical question. It is particularly critical in early childhood research and evaluation because progression through developmental stages may involve qualitative reorganizations of psychological dimensions, thereby changing the meaning derived from the measures. Different processes may be involved in a task at different times—a test of number conservation given at age 5 may reflect intuitive perceptual understandings, whereas at age 7 it may reflect concrete operational thinking. This is the problem of continuity vs. discontinuity in measurement. Within this framework, then, it is very important for improvement of the field to focus not only upon changes of levels in performance over time but also upon changes in patterns of organization of these performances.

**Important Domains and Constructs in Child Development**

In the early childhood area, there are some key domains that require intensive examination to uncover or define salient constructs. In other cases, there are promising constructs that require further elucidation. Third, there is a need to search out constructs that cut across domains and offer the possibility of explaining interactive processes.

Some key domains that should be investigated are family processes, language development, affective development, coping strategies, learning processes (as opposed to outcomes), and adult decision processes related to the care and treatment of children. It is not that some of these domains lack measures (there are a great many measures of "Ability to Cope with Personal-Social Demands") but that they lack the kind of conceptualization or theoretical organization that makes possible adequate assessment of the quality and meaning of the measures.

Some promising constructs requiring further elucidation, especially at the early childhood level (much work may have been done on older populations which cannot be simply extrapolated downward), include dimensions of creativity, intelligence, and cognitive style. Other important constructs deserving further attention as a basis for sound measurement of young children are components of concrete and formal operational thinking derived from Piaget.
A major concern in the study of human development is to understand the integration of differentiated subsystems in the child and, in particular, the interplay of cognition and personality. Investigations into this area should take account of three possible forms of this interplay: mediation, interaction, and transaction. Processes in one domain may mediate functioning and development in another ("dependency" may mediate the development of "analytical skills" in cognition); variables in two or more domains may interact to determine function or development (cognition plus motivation may determine academic achievement, unpredictable from either variable alone); and an observed behavior may be so holistic in character that it represents a transaction among contributing variables of such a nature that they can no longer be discretely identified or disentangled (a child's interrupting a teacher to ask a question may represent an aggressive act, an act of dependency, or an act of cognitive coping—or all of these things at once, in which case a more complex abstraction is required).

Implications for Research and Development

What are the implications of this stress on theoretically based measurement for those who fund and encourage research and development efforts in the early childhood area? There are several:

1. Investigations involving multiple domains and multiple measures have a greater chance of advancing knowledge in the field than do studies of single constructs or measures, however global.

2. Since policy decisions to initiate, enlarge, or terminate programs are based on the results of particular evaluation studies, it is important that such studies include analyses of results across individuals, population groups, and situations.

3. When new measures are needed for research and evaluation efforts, preference should be given to those that have been derived as part of a theoretical framework rather than to ad hoc developments.
Conclusions about Children and Their Environments Will Stand or Fall on the

Basis of the Adequacy with which Major Variables Are Assessed

Just as we cannot necessarily extrapolate constructs from one age to another or measures from one situation to another, neither can we necessarily extrapolate assessment principles or test theory appropriate for older ages to the measurement of young children. At the same time, we must not lower technical standards just because the subjects of study are young and because their functioning is less differentiated and more dependent of situational influences. It is still essential to make inferences from the performance of young children to underlying personality and cognitive processes, and this requires as firmly based and well supported evidence as any other kind of measurement inference—probably even more so because of the child’s greater susceptibility to contextual variations.

Six Major Needs

In applying assessment procedures to young children, there are six major needs that deserve special attention:

1. The need for a systematic examination of currently accepted test theory and principles and commonly held assumptions to determine their applicability to the assessment of young children: A good example of why this is necessary can be seen in the whole body of prescription and practice that has grown up around the concept of guessing on multiple-choice items. The frequently used formula $S = R - \frac{1}{n-1} W$ (where $S$ = score, $R$ = number of items right, $W$ = number wrong, and $n$ = number of choices offered in an item) seems fairly sensible when applied to a population who have developed out of their experience some specific strategies for test taking ("If you can eliminate one or more choices as clearly wrong, guess; if you cannot eliminate any choice as clearly wrong, don't guess"). It is highly unlikely, however, that children of five or six would have developed such strategies. Similarly, we can expect relatively sophisticated test takers to recognize that the correct answer is equally likely to appear in any of the response positions. When faced with difficult items, however, young children without this insight are more likely to respond in terms of position biases or other types of response sets.
2. The need to develop procedures specific to the measurement and analysis of change: Traditional psychometric methods employed in test and scale construction emphasize indices of internal consistency and stability. They seek items that maximally discriminate between individuals at a given point in time. However, these may not be the items that are optimally responsive to change processes occurring as a function of development or educational treatment. It has been suggested that a new kind of psychometrics needs to be developed to handle the special problems associated with measurement of change. Special problems also arise in the analysis of change; we must go beyond the assessment of differences in level to investigate the possibilities of differences in structure that might signal changes in the meaning of measures across time periods. Methodological investigations into the measurement of change are especially vital to research in early childhood.

3. The need to eliminate all irrelevant measurement difficulty: Requiring memory or reading abilities in a test of social studies competency may be permissible for 12th graders because those kinds of ancillary skills are required at such a simple level that individual differences in them do not contribute to response variance. However, for younger children individual differences in such abilities are likely to be pronounced and would tend to contaminate any measure of their understanding of social studies. This kind of contamination has led to the fair charge that many achievement and ability tests are really reading tests in disguise. Other examples of irrelevant difficulties that may interfere with valid assessment include a response procedure that is almost as difficult for the child to understand as the problems posed by the test itself, or a time limit that is severely restrictive when the test task requires varying amounts of reflection by the respondents. Slavish adherence to "standardized" administration procedures has sometimes been more of a detriment than a contributor to test validity. The important thing with young children is to design test materials and arrange testing conditions in any way that will maximize the likelihood that the child will understand the task demands and respond along the dimensions intended by the examiner, dimensions intrinsic to the construct being investigated—in other words, to ensure that the test task becomes the child's task.
4. The need to match response requirements both to the task at hand and to the relatively undifferentiated response system of the young child: At the infant level, of course, the problems of choosing meaningful response channels are exacerbated. (Ingenious investigators have turned to dimensions of the orientation reflex, for example, to obtain indicators of attention and information-processing abilities and consistencies in the infant.) At the same time, however, the ability of even very young children to respond in a variety of ways should be thoroughly explored and not underestimated out of hand.

5. The need to extend measurement standards not only to young age levels but also to non-test instrumentation: The use of the word "test" in the preceding discussion does not imply that investigators using other forms of measures such as questionnaires, observations, and interviews are relieved of obligations to demonstrate the adequacy of their techniques. However, these kinds of measures are not as typically supported with evidence on reliability and construct validity partly because investigators in these areas are not generally as immersed in psychometric thinking and partly because questionnaires and observations apparently capture behaviors in such a direct way that they are sometimes taken at face value.

6. The need to explore relationships between unobtrusive measures and standardized test procedures: Some general confusion surrounds the attempts to avoid the problems of irrelevant difficulty by substituting unobtrusive measures, since procedures such as observation are sometimes misclassified as unobtrusive. There are really two dimensions leading to four quadrants of classification here: reactive vs. nonreactive (in terms of the measurement task), obtrusive vs. unobtrusive (in terms of the measurement context). Observations are frequently nonreactive but obtrusive. (Indeed, whenever the investigator or observer is present on the scene, problems of obtrusiveness come to the fore; so also may problems of reactiveness.) Standardized situational tasks observed through one-way screens are reactive and unobtrusive. Trace measures such as "noseprints on the glass" or "worn-down tiles" are neither reactive nor obtrusive.
What needs to be done is to recognize how task variations along these dimensions influence the kinds of inferences investigators are prone to make and what additional kinds of evidence may be required to support inferences in the different cases. For example, if a measure is blatantly obtrusive, what kinds of supplementary evidence need to be accumulated to ascertain whether the obtrusiveness seriously contaminates the meaning of the scores derived? This may be viewed as a special case of the problem of method variance contaminating trait variance.

The decision to use either natural or contrived settings often appears to be a matter of the investigator's taste, when it should depend on the proposed use of the "scores" in subsequent analyses. If the observational measures are to serve as dependent variables, they should be derived from standardized situations. If they are to serve as independent variables describing the program or treatment, they may be derived from naturalistic settings, although valuable predictive (independent variable) information can also stem from standardized situations. Confusion on this point may result in such anomalies as treating the number of questions a child asks in class as a descriptor both of the kind of educational process he is experiencing and the outcomes of the particular educational treatment.

It is important to add that in a systems view of the organism interacting with his environment, the labelling of variables as "dependent" or "independent" may not be as important as recognizing their interdependence. However, this view does not eliminate consideration for each variable of the logic of measurement and experimental control. For instance, in the example of question asking given above, there would be little hope of predicting individual consistencies in question-asking behavior from observations obtained in a naturalistic setting where children had widely varying opportunities and occasions to ask questions.

Implications for Research and Development

Investigations should be launched into the appropriateness and properties of measurement methods as well as into the nature of the constructs being measured, and these enterprises should proceed simultaneously. Most important is the need to match methods of measurement to both the characteristics of the constructs and the response capabilities of the subjects.
Assessment of Environments Is Important to Understanding the Function of Individuals

Psychometric science grew primarily out of attempts to measure characteristics of individuals, and the majority of measurement efforts over the years have been in this direction. Recently, however, there has been increasing recognition that human behavior is multiply determined by a variety of internal and external variables and that test responses, being behaviors in the small, are similarly multiply determined. Hence, if we are to understand sources of test variance and the constructs underlying test performance, we must give increased attention to the context of that performance and the environmental factors influencing it. More generally this concern embraces both the assessment of the immediate context in which the measurement of the individual takes place and the assessment of the broader environmental settings influencing educational and psychological development.

It is assumed that the assessment of environmental variables should follow the same principles of construct measurement outlined in the second section of this report. In other words, measurement development should be based on theory. However, most of the constructs underlying measurement of individuals are derived from psychological theory (particularly cognitive and personality theory) while those underlying measurement of environments are derived from sociological, economic, ecological, and social-psychological theories. Interpersonal relationships (including person-group and group-group interactions) are primarily the concern of social psychologists; interenvironmental relationships (recognizing overlapping environmental variables that impinge one on the other) are the concern of systems analysts and operations researchers. The interaction of people and environments is the growing concern of the newly evolving fields of environmental psychology and ecology.

General Environments

Typically, individuals and environments are measured separately and their interactions are studied through research. Investigators adopting this strategy are presently more hampered by lack of adequate measures of the environment than of the person.
Some of the environmental areas of importance to child development where improved measurement is needed are dimensions of family process and socialization, educational programs, physical and spatial properties and constraints, and school and community life. At the same time, there is a need to reexamine some of our conventional demographic measures of socioeconomic status; if, indeed, we are to conduct investigations across population groups, we must demonstrate the comparability of meanings of such measures for the several groups.

In addition, some of the variables of person-environment interaction are coming to be conceptualized as constructs in their own right and this offers the intriguing possibility of measuring such variables directly. In fact, this is one of the most promising directions for future measurement research and development. It would permit us to take direct account, for example, of the possibility that each child in a classroom may actually be experiencing a different educational program and that each sibling may be living in a different home environment. Furthermore, we may have to recognize and measure certain processes that mediate between the individual and his environments, as in the study of social perception and personal space. In many cases, we may misconstrue the nature of relationships derived solely from measures of the individual and of people and environments that impinge upon him or even from direct measures of the interaction among them; we may have to measure the person's perception of these other people and environmental characteristics and interpret the interrelationships and interactions from the standpoint of his personal construction of the world.

The Assessment Environment

We are sometimes interested in the context of assessment primarily to identify possible threats to the validity of assessment results. This concern is especially pertinent to interpretation of measurement results obtained with very young children. While relatively wide variations in testing conditions and settings may have very little effect on the test performance of adults (especially if the assessment relates to their motivations or aspirations), they can drastically alter the performance of children. At least investigators must devise methods of assessing these test-condition variables. (This is in
addition, of course, to attempting to devise facilitating and positive contexts for testing.) Some of the kinds of context assessment that are important here are interpersonal (child-examiner or child-child if there is more than one child in the assessment setting), personal (including the child's response styles and feelings of adequacy in coping with the task demands), environmental (intrusive external events), temporal (how long does the assessment take?), physical (room arrangement, heat, light, and so on), and examiner-based (the examiner's characteristics and administration styles). Just as we need comparability of measurement of constructs across investigators to permit accumulation of knowledge and impact, so do we need comparability of methods of assessing the context of assessment to compare results investigators get using the same measures.

Implications for Research and Development

Priorities in the area of environmental assessment in child development include attention to direct measures of interaction and assessments of mediating processes as well as measures of common "main effect" environmental variables. In addition, it is important to document the immediate context of assessment to clarify possible influences on scores that may require qualifications of inferences and generalizations.
One of the perennial difficulties in dealing with educational and social problems is moving from research and development to practical applications of its ideas and materials—applications that are practical in economic, political, organizational, and humanistic terms. The most sophisticated approach to these difficulties is one that develops action systems that include essential components and takes account of all of the interests and concerns of the various parties to the enterprise. In education this means recognizing explicitly that approaches that do not meaningfully involve teachers and parents in developing the goals of a new curriculum project are unlikely to succeed.

What kind of action systems would be appropriate to carry out the ideas that result from research in early learning? An example of a complex system very much desired by those concerned with early learning disabilities would involve the following components:

1. **An assessment battery, well-grounded conceptually and valid in terms of its predictive consequences, to identify children likely to experience educational problems and to diagnose specific deficiencies and proficiencies.**

2. **Guidelines for interpretation of battery results at a level of complexity appropriate to the phenomenon of interest:** The discrete pieces of information from the assessment may be combined in various ways, depending upon the identification/diagnostic needs. In some cases, combinations of weighted scores may be sufficient; in others, the important thing would be not so much level as pattern of, and discrepancies in, performance.

3. **Treatment specifications and prescriptions based on the assessment results or patterns for individual children:** The determination of relevant specifications and prescriptions for appropriate programs that results from the diagnosis of deficiencies and proficiencies must itself be the result of extensive research and development efforts. This is probably the most important missing link in the child development field and should be given the highest priority.

4. **Procedures for periodic monitoring of the progress of children in the programs and for evaluation of the effectiveness of the treatments:** These procedures should include some of the same instrumentation used in the initial
assessment battery. In addition, they may include assessments of reactions to children's progress and to the programs by parents and other concerned groups.

5. Correction mechanisms keyed to the results of component 4 (above) to enable (a) new treatment prescriptions for children as predictions and diagnoses change and (b) modifications of treatment specifications to try to improve them. Because of the rapid developmental changes—both qualitative and quantitative—that are likely to occur, such a recycling component is vital in a system designed to serve the educational needs of young children.

Any action system should contain within it, from the very outset of its implementation, this kind of provision for periodic collection and analysis of evaluative information in order to effect its improvement. In some cases, this means identifying changes in conditions that might require program modification. In addition, if evaluative information is positive, it can be used to justify the continuation of a program or, if negative, to modify or terminate it on a rational basis. The inclusion of cost-effectiveness information in a program-evaluation model increases its utility for these purposes.

Program evaluation within a construct framework, if sufficiently systematic in design and execution, can qualify as research on educational process with the potentiality for contributing to the advancement of knowledge about child development and practice that it implies.

At a less ambitious level, it has been suggested that it would be of great service, especially to local educational planners, to have access to a kit of measures from which they might choose instruments to try out in their own action systems. The measures in the kit would be selected by experts from fields concerned with the assessment of young children and their environments. The experts would employ selection criteria related to such characteristics as construct validity, other kinds of validity, reliability, adequacy and clarity of administration directions, availability of related equipment, and comprehensiveness of the total collection. The last reflects the major point already made in this paper about the importance of multi-domain, multi-measure investigations, where domains include the psychological, physical, and sociological and the measures include tests, naturalistic observations, and questionnaires. The principle applies as much to action systems as to research studies. Any such kit effort as that described above would be useful over time only to the
extent that provision was made for periodic updating of its contents, including elimination and addition of measures.

An important principle distilled from Seymour Sarason's book, The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change,* is that whenever an attempt is made to improve or change a social enterprise involving several interested parties, and this attempt takes into account all of the vested interests but one, the neglected party will rise up in an organized fashion to destroy the effort. Nowhere is Sarason more likely to be proved right than in an area as socially and politically sensitive as one involving the measurement of young children.

Preventing the effort from being scuttled, however, is not the only reason for involving all interested parties in such an enterprise. Actually, their contributions to the conceptualization of measurement-related problems and the selection and application of measures can make the results of those processes more meaningful. Teachers know better than any other group what educational actions they have the facilities and resources to undertake following the diagnosis of children's educational needs. Parents know better than any other group what educational aspirations they have for their children. Both teachers and parents frequently know better than anyone else what kinds of materials and situations the children are likely to respond to.

Using Standard-related Measures

A significant movement in educational measurement today is away from interpretation of test performance in relative (normative) terms to interpretation in terms of standards of acceptable or desirable performance. Leaders of this movement use various terms such as "criterion-referenced measurement," "domain-referenced measurement," and "measurement for mastery." What they are all saying is that for purposes of improving a child's performance it is more important to know where he stands relative to standards of accomplishment than to the performance of others (although the latter may provide significant signs of potentialities or possible problems in his development, and such signs are especially important at early age levels).

The use of such standard-related measures is especially pertinent to action programs because it can be tied directly to educational prescription and intervention. Moreover, the emphasis upon standards highlights the necessity of confronting the value issues of what is "good" in a pluralistic society or whose standards will prevail. When a local program undertakes the development or use of such measures, the involvement of all the interested parties takes on special urgency and significance. They must be involved not just in the standard-setting process but also in the prior identification of the goals that the standards are meant to serve and the means whereby attempts will be made to reach them.

It should be emphasized that there are research as well as operational implications of the criterion-referenced thrust. Work needs to be done on the technical properties of such measures and their relationship to construct-based assessment. Furthermore, it needs to be generally recognized that the development of criterion-referenced measurement in contradistinction to norm-referenced measurement does not mean that normative information is not valuable. Indeed, it is unfortunate that the two measurement approaches are frequently viewed as a polarity, for not only can they usefully supplement each other but normative considerations, albeit usually implicitly, often underlie the choice of instrument content as well as the performance standards set for criterion-referenced tests.

Consequences of The Program and Effects on The People Involved

An area of special concern—and difficulty—in measurement programs is the effects of the measures and the accompanying decision processes on the people involved. These are, of course, inextricably intertwined because the effects of the measurement on people are frequently mediated by the decisions and actions of other people. In the case of the effects of measurement on young children, however, the "other people" have the unfair advantage of being larger and stronger!

Consider, first, the decision makers in measurement programs. Stress has already been placed on both (a) the essentiality of involving key parties in
the decisions about what constructs are to be assessed and how they are to be assessed in terms of the purposes of the program and (b) the importance of insisting that the assessment conditions and materials will not involve irrelevant difficulties, make some individuals feel anxious, threatened, or alienated, constitute invasions of privacy, and so on.

But there are some prior and overriding questions the decision groups must face, including the purposes and social consequences of the program and any assessment that is required for it. Furthermore, before the program is put into operation, they must specify the uses and limitations on uses to which the measurement results can be put. Typical education uses relevant to young children include instructional guidance of individuals or groups, evaluation of the effectiveness of an innovative program, and curriculum or program revision. Typical misuses that must be guarded against from the outset derive from misconceptions of the phenomena being measured ("intelligence" is a major case in point); exaggerated expectations about the infallibility of tests, tendencies to take seriously insignificant differences between scores, injudicious presentations of results (in forms not directly related to the needs of the teacher, counselor, or other interpreter), and desires to make data collected for one purpose serve other purposes for which it was not intended or particularly appropriate.

Tests and other measures can have both positive and negative effects on those who take them, administer them, and interpret them. The takers in early childhood projects are usually the children, and frequently their parents and teachers as well. Taking a test should not be an unpleasant experience for a child. In fact, if the measure is appropriately designed, the activity can be rewarding and even fun. Moreover, some test sessions can provide an excellent opportunity for the teacher or other observant person to observe a child intensively and study his reactions and coping behaviors for insights this information may provide for future educational efforts. In addition, a good assessment battery can do much to promote among teachers and others consideration of the complexity of children and the broad range of skills, attitudes, social competencies, and so on that characterizes children's development and underlies their responses to educational and social stimuli. Experience with construct-based measures can enhance understanding of the constructs on which the
measures are based. Similarly, a good questionnaire can increase a mother's consciousness of factors, including values, important in her and her child's life.

There are numerous such examples of possible positive effects of measures on those involved with them, and the list of possible negative effects includes anxiety, stimulation of over-competitiveness, and invasion of privacy. The point is that there is a serious need for continuous consideration of potential social and personal consequences in any proposed use of measurement. These ethical issues must be squarely faced as an integral part of decision making in measurement research and application.

Implications for Research and Development

In this section dealing with action programs involving measurement of young children, the major principle is that processes of decision making about uses of measurement should occur within a rational framework that includes attention to:

1. The interdependencies of the components of the action system.
2. The priorities and goals of all of the parties to the enterprise.
3. Provision for evaluative information for the improvement and adaptation of the system.
4. Possible measurement side effects (negative and positive).
5. The decision processes themselves.
6. The ethical basis for the assessment (and the system) in terms of personal and social consequences.
The current interest in the establishment of a new profession of Child Development Associate (CDA) is a recognition of the shortage of trained manpower to assist in Head Start, Parent-Child centers, and other programs dedicated to serving young children in the United States. In terms of the focus of this report, this shortage is felt especially in the area of administering assessment instruments. It is recommended, therefore, that special programs be developed (in relationship to the CDA effort or otherwise) to train people in the skills, sensitivity, patience, flexibility, and humor that good administrators of measures for young children must have.

This is not an easy recommendation to implement. Wisdom and economics are on the side of using testers from the same communities as the children being tested, which implies a nationwide training effort. It is difficult and time-consuming to train people in assessment skills that may have to be applied to a variety of situations and instruments, and include skills in administering measures to parents, teachers, and other adults in children's lives as well as the children themselves. Perhaps, after initial training, periodic refresher courses or short-term courses to train in new measures would be required. Furthermore, not many people in any one community can expect to make testing a full-time occupation. Therefore, it is important that people be trained in other skills as well that will make them useful in a wide range of child services.

Manpower training programs also need to be developed in the instrument-development process or "art," as it is sometimes described. As we have suggested elsewhere, there is a far-from-perfect correlation between knowing what to assess and knowing how to assess it. Development of instrumentation for young children presents unusual problems that standard university tests and measurements courses do not usually cope with.

The various applications of measurement in relationship to child development require different mixes of expertise and experience. The researcher, evaluator, administrator, diagnostician, and teacher all represent specialized roles, and, while many individuals frequently are able to play several of them,
we must recognize that it is also possible and sometimes quite efficient to have different measurement-related tasks handled by different individuals trained in the specific mix of skills required. This is not to imply that their training in assessment should be separate from the other aspects of their professional training. Rather, it might be better to embed assessment in their total curriculum. However, investigations should be made into the best methods of increasing assessment-related skills and knowledge through existing or new structures.
The Advancement of Measurement Research and Development in Early Childhood Depends upon Appropriate Policy Decisions

The responsibilities for establishing supportive policies and atmosphere are shared by public agencies, private agencies, and individual professionals committed to research, development, and evaluation in the early childhood field. The agencies are asked to become well enough acquainted with the field of measurement in early childhood—and such recommendations as those included in this report—to appreciate the need to support committed researchers over time. "Committed" is related to the central importance of having measures firmly grounded in constructs and theories. "Time" refers both to the time this kind of effort takes and to the time necessary to allow children's developmental sequences to occur and be observed and studied. At the extreme, it can be mentioned that some of our best-known and respected psychological measures represent a product of all or a large part of the careers of prominent investigators.

Of course, it is frequently important to know whether a program is working and it may be impossible to wait for several years to find out. Even in such urgent situations, however, it is essential to provide enough time and support for sound instrument development/selection and the necessary accompanying rational processes. Otherwise, the report of the investigation, however prompt, can lead to wrong interpretations and unsound policy decisions.

On the other hand, individual investigators must not undertake sponsored research and evaluation studies for which time and resources are inadequate. And, when they can document their positions, it is important for them to be able to count on moral support from their institutions and professional organizations. This implies, of course, that they have been active in educating their institutions and developing organizational positions about the requirements for sensible research and evaluation efforts. At the same time, however, investigators must also come to appreciate that in a time of pressing social problems and rapid social change they no longer have the autonomy of time that some of them previously enjoyed. The point is that a workable balance must be struck, but the major problems at this stage appear to derive more from thoughtless action than from actionless thought.
Some of these problems can be avoided if agencies adopt a policy of supporting "targeted" research in an area, as opposed to directed investigations. The NTP route generally seems more applicable to the world of defense contracts than to the world of social science research.

Government and private agencies have generally not been inclined to support measurement development itself. Rather they have supported research and evaluation efforts that have included some instrument development. Viewed from the perspective of the first major recommendation in this report--for measurement development pursued as part of a theoretical framework--this general strategy is probably quite wise. However, in some instances, moving a promising instrument or measurement technique from the research setting into the field demands specific adaptation and development efforts. And it may very well be the case that the researchers who initiated the instrumentation or technique are not the best people to ready it for operational use. In such instances, it would be appropriate to support the further development work in its own right, at the same time according special respect to those whose talents lie in the direction of eliminating irrelevant difficulty, adjusting stimulus and response requirements to the subject and the purpose of the measurement, and in other ways ensuring that the measurement task becomes the task of the individual who confronts it.

The atmosphere for measurement research and development can be strongly influenced by two kinds of procedural routines--those having to do with review and with dissemination. In the first case, an agency's responsibility is to ensure that reviews are professionally sound and that the purposes of the process are fully explained to the researchers and evaluators whose work is being reviewed. Such reviews should have a formative and constructive component. If project reviews appear to serve only censorship or manipulative functions, they may have the direct consequence of limiting the direction of the investigation for political (or nonresearch) reasons or the indirect consequence of fostering so much advance concern that they lead to undue self-censorship to avoid possible difficulties. These statements are not to be construed as an indictment of external reviews of projects, procedures, and instruments; reviews are important and necessary to scientific inquiry. However, attention must be paid to making review procedures positive rather than punitive to keep from endangering the very investigations they are designed to serve.
Science thrives on public disclosure of its results. Any policies which seem to prevent or delay publication of the reports of investigations undertaken under agency auspices are viewed with alarm by most investigators. Many properly refuse to undertake projects when the results are intended for the sponsor's eyes alone. However, a more frequent problem in the area of dissemination has to do with making reports and products of sponsored investigations widely available. Commercial publishers and distributors—if they are good—are generally considered more able to ensure national publicity and dissemination than private or government organizations. However, ways must be found to overcome some of the copyright, "public domain," and royalty problems that have inhibited their performance of services in recent years. And working relationships have to be developed among reputable commercial organizations, investigators, and sponsoring agencies to stimulate the dissemination of promising products. The possibility of such avenues can greatly relieve the frustrations of researchers who have often in the past felt that some of their best ideas and inventions were sentenced to gathering dust on a shelf.

Finally, in the policy domain, we need to emphasize that the involvement of all of the parties with vested interests in the enterprise is just as important in research and development efforts as it is in action programs. This means that if research and development in early childhood is to focus on a particular minority group, every attempt should be made to involve researchers who thoroughly understand the problems of that group. Such involvement could range from minority-group direction of a project to collaboration to consultation, depending upon circumstances of time and available expertise. A sponsoring agency's obligations in this area include special efforts to let contracts for minority-group research to minority-group organizations and active encouragement of collaboration between minority researchers and other research organizations. Minority-group organizations have a concomitant obligation to keep informed about likely sources of support for investigations of special interest to them, to propose appropriate research and development efforts, and to be willing to offer their collaborative and advisory services to other research and development groups.
Implications for Research and Development Atmosphere

This section calls for conscious attention to the possible influences on the atmosphere for research and development of policy decisions in such areas as time and resources for investigations, amount and kind of external direction, types of projects to be supported, review and dissemination procedures, and involvement of relevant groups.

The policy-making process, it should be emphasized, has two distinct consequences: one the intended regulative effect and the other a change in the evaluative context or atmosphere of the regulated domain. This change in atmosphere affects the way people look at things, the details they select for emphasis, the interpretations they favor, and it thereby helps to determine the values of the future.
Summary of Recommendations

1. If measurement is to serve a practical purpose in the study of young children and their environments, its use must be justified in terms of social consequences and these cannot be evaluated without understanding the meaning of what is being measured. This understanding is possible only if measurement development is carried out within a theoretical framework.

The central task in all measurement, as in all science, is one of gathering evidence to support a theoretical explanation of phenomena observed in the empirical world. In psychometrics, this is the task of construct validity. Inherent in the construct validity approach to measurement is the notion that a variable cannot be measured in isolation. To find the meaning of a measure, one must examine the ways in which it relates and does not relate to other relevant measures. Thus, any investigation of one measure must involve others. Moreover, one must investigate how that measure functions in different situations and across different cultural groups.

For these reasons, it is important that investigations of childhood measures involve multiple measures and multiple domains. Further, since policy decisions to initiate or terminate programs are based largely on the results of evaluation studies, it is important that such studies include analyses of results across individuals, population groups, and situations. Finally, when new measures are needed for research and evaluation, preference should be given to those that have been developed as part of a theoretical framework rather than to ad hoc developments.

2. Current methods of measurement that have been found to be appropriate for older age groups cannot necessarily be applied to the assessment of young children. Most test-taking strategies that have become part of the older student's mental repertoire are unknown to the child of five or six. For the young child, many achievement tests that are designed to measure competence in specific subject areas are contaminated by reading and memory requirements.
Further problems are posed by response procedures, which are often as difficult as the measurement tasks themselves, and time limits that are severely restrictive.

In addition to studying the nature of the constructs being measured, studies should be conducted to investigate currently accepted methods of measurement to determine ways of designing test materials and arranging testing conditions to ensure that the test tasks become the child's tasks. At the same time new kinds of measuring techniques may have to be developed to capture the complex behaviors of young children over time.

3. Children's responses to measurement tasks are influenced by many different factors both external and internal. If we are to understand children's responses to these tasks and the constructs being measured, we must give increased attention both to the context in which the measurement of the individual takes place and the larger environmental factors that influence the child's development.

Some specific areas of importance that should be investigated include dimensions of family process and socialization, educational programs, physical and spatial properties and constraints, and school and community life. In addition, there are a number of other factors having to do with the relationship between the individual and his environment that are important in their own right and that we may soon be able to measure directly.

Meanwhile, investigators must devise methods of assessing those aspects of testing conditions and settings that contribute to variations in assessment results among young children.

4. Effective action systems are required to make it possible to apply the ideas of research and development to practical needs in the field. A model system might include such components as these:

- An assessment battery, well-grounded in theory and valid in its predictive implications, to identify problems and specific deficiencies and proficiencies.
- Guidelines for interpreting results of the test battery.
. Specific treatments and prescriptions based on assessment results.
. Periodic monitoring of children's progress and effectiveness of the treatments.
. Procedures that would permit new prescriptions or modifications of existing ones if predictions and diagnoses change.

The success of all such programs will depend on the extent to which they reflect the priorities and goals of all those who are involved in their creation and use.

Those who assume the responsibility of translating the results of research and development into action programs such as those described above must also assume the responsibility for the social consequences of such programs in the communities they serve.

5. There is a clear need today to establish programs to train people in the personal and technical skills that are necessary in the administration of measures for young children. Such training should cover a wide range of child services and include provision for periodic refresher courses. Programs are also needed to train people in the development and application of instruments in child development enterprises.

6. If they are to create the proper climate for the advancement of measurement research in the field of early childhood, public and private agencies should become well enough acquainted with the field to support committed researchers for as long as they need to create measures based on carefully thought out constructs and theories.

Many problems of time and money can be avoided if agencies adopt a policy of supporting targeted research in an area instead of attempting to direct investigations.

Although government and private agencies have in the past been inclined to support research and evaluation efforts that included measurement development rather than the development of measurement itself, it may be necessary to support such efforts in order to move promising techniques from the research laboratory to the field.
Appropriate policy decisions pertaining to review of investigations and dissemination of products and reports are also important to creating an appropriate atmosphere for measurement research and development.

Finally, it should be emphasized that involvement of all the parties concerned with a project is every bit as important in research and development as it is in the establishment of action programs. If research focuses on a particular minority group, every attempt should be made to involve researchers who understand the problems of that group.
Appendix: Specific Panel Recommendations
A. Construct-based measurement development and research

Measurement development pursued as part of a theoretical framework.

Systematic simultaneous assessment of individuals and environments.

Longitudinal or developmental assessment of the changing organization of capacities, not just linear accretion in them.

Identification of constructs that are common to different subject groups but may need to be measured with different content and methodology.

Research to relate cognitive styles to functioning in the educational situation.

Assessment of ability to utilize skills, not just possession of them.

Instruments related to the child's ability to organize the environment --cognitive and affective; e.g., sense of competence, confidence in ability to cope, ability to tolerate failure, ability to apply alternative coping strategies, learning how and when to learn, internal locus of control.

Instruments in such universally important social-emotional areas as empathic abilities; tolerances of differences in appearance, thinking, etc.; feelings of competence; willingness to initiate actions.

Measures of representational ability in order to be able to deal with hindsight and anticipation (a mediating facility, as Piaget might say).

Good measures of children's communication processes.

Continued pursuit of differential assessment of different aspects of language development.

Development of early detection tools (school skills, minimum CNS) sensitive and specific to dysfunctions and specific learning disabilities for two critical ages, 2 1/2 and 4 1/2.
B. Technical characteristics and adequacy of measurement

Development of measurement standards particularly appropriate to
assessment of young children and their environments—standards
for instrument developers and users.

Research into the methodology of assessment of young children, with
emphasis on variations in assumptions and theories as a function
of subject age and culture.

Examination of the ecological validity of measures before extrapolation
of program recommendations to other settings and groups.

Standardized situational "tests" to supplement information obtained
from more conventional tests.

Disentanglement of the uses of observational measurement of independent
and dependent variables; the former can be obtained in naturalistic
or standardized settings, but the latter requires standardized
settings and tasks.

Assessment of children's ability in ways and settings that engage
realistic processes—especially vital in assessment of functions
at a concrete as opposed to a formal level.

Assessment of cognitive skills through non-reading modalities.

Investigation of possible cultural bias or boundedness in construct
definition as well as in measurement.

Analysis and reporting of possible "order" effects attributable to the
arrangement of instruments in a battery.

Recognition of the "richness" of information that may be obtained from
a measure—not just conventional scores but other potentially important
data such as response sets, distractibility, etc.

Development of adequate "practice" materials for tests designed for
administration to young children.

Investigations into the usefulness of both "limit" and standard testing
procedures in the same setting; discrepancies between a child's perfor-
mance under the two conditions may have important clinical and
educational implications.

 Provision for validation of constructs across settings—research, re-
medial, clinical, etc.
B. Technical characteristics and adequacy of measurement (cont.)

Routine investigations of administrator-variance when tests are moved from one setting (e.g., research) to another (e.g., educational program)—is the test author the only one who can get certain results?

Development of a taxonomy of valid and reliable responses that can be obtained from children from 0 to 9 to measurement tasks.

C. Conceptualization and measurement related to children's environments

Environmental measures, both specification of properties for measurement of specific environmental variables and instrumentation for universal dimensions that cut across specific environments (e.g., those that have to do with time coerciveness).

Measures capable of describing dynamic as opposed to static processes in the child's interactions with his environment.

Measures of children's experience in context (their "individual" educational programs).

Improvement of instruments used to gather demographic data (e.g., SES) and determination of comparability of meaning across population groups.
D. Action systems involving measurement

Development of strategies for the simultaneous selection of measurement variables and identification of program needs and for establishing research, development, and evaluation priorities; one strategy might involve emphasis on the overlap between research and consumer priorities and comparisons of treatment effects for different populations.

Provision for taking account of consumer needs and values in conceptualization of measurement-related problems and in the development, selection, and application of measures; consumers include those directly responsible for the welfare of the children.

Consideration of prescription as a necessary sequent to evaluation, understanding, and development of a range of alternative program options (to challenge the consumer to rational choice).

Focus in assessment interpretations on individual differences and intra-pattern analyses, as opposed to group differences and comparisons.

Investigation of obtaining diagnosis and prediction information from a single set of assessments.

Observational procedures suitable for monitoring the installation and implementation of an educational innovation.

Assessment of ability to utilize skills, not just possession of them in terms of abilities in vocal, pantomime, recorded (reading and writing), and mathematical/scientific languages predicted from auditory/vocal and visual/fine-motor skills; determination of the relationships between such discrepancies and social, emotional, and cognitive problems of children.

Tests that describe capabilities and limitations for which some "treatment" can be prescribed (e.g., criterion-referenced tests), as opposed to tests interpretable only in normative terms.

Selection, by experts, of a multi-measure, multi-domain "kit" or collection of measures from which instruments can be selected for tryout at local levels.

Survey of the actual educational decision-making processes that attend the assessment of young children, for possible insights into improving them.

Inclusion of a search for possible side-effects (positive and negative) of measures on young children.

Investigation of problems associated with "labelling" as a consequence of administration of certain child instruments.

Recognition of and capitalization on the positive side-effects on teachers of participating in instrument selection, administration, and interpretation.
D. Action systems involving measurement (cont.)

"Job analyses" of typical school learning tasks as an aid to program and instrument development/selection.

Development of self-correcting, uniform (computer-compatible) decision trees which display the decision process in the selection of teaching strategies matched to ability profiles of groups and individuals.

Study of the effects of overt and hidden cognitive skills and handicaps (and patterns thereof) on the child's scholastic achievement, social adjustment, emotional adjustment, and the family's satisfaction with school performance and the child's performance; study of the specific teaching strategies that are effective with children of different skill-handicap patterns.

Estimation of potential cost benefits of self-correcting diagnosis-treatment evaluation systems related to dysfunction and specific learning abilities at early education levels, especially in comparison with the costs of such current programs and practices as "non-promotion," Right to Read Programs, Drop-Out Prevention Programs, and Special Remedial Programs.

E. Manpower development and training

Training procedures and systems for testers and other gatherers of data about young children and their environments.

Development of subprofessional manpower to serve dual roles in individualized data acquisition, translation, and feedback processes and to act as "teacher assistants."

Improved and specific training in development of instruments for young children.
F. Research and development policy and atmosphere

Support of committed researchers over time--time sufficient to deal with the complexity of construct assessment and for developmental sequences to occur.

"Targeted" but not directed stimulation of research and development in early childhood assessment and research.

Special agency efforts to let research and development contracts to minority groups and/or to encourage collaboration between minority research groups and other research organizations.

Agency appreciation of the time it takes for rational processes and instrument development in research and evaluation efforts in early childhood; concomitant professional acceptance of the responsibility not to undertake government-sponsored research and evaluation without adequate time and resources.

Development of specific research and development priorities related to measurement of infants.

Modification of agency policy (if necessary) to allow for direct support of instrument development, especially the application of measurement expertise to promising conceptually-based research instruments.